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Modern spacecraft tracking and navigation require highly accurate Earth-orien-

tation parameters. For near-real-time applications, errors in these quantities and
their extrapolated values are a significant error source. A globally distributed net-

work of high-precision receivers observing the fuII Global Positioning System (GPS)
configuration of 18 or more satellites may be an e_cient and economical method

for the rapid determination of short-term variations in Earth orientation.

A covariance analysis utilizing the JPL Orbit Analysis and Simulation Software

(OASIS) has been performed to evaluate the errors associated with GPS measure-

ments of Earth orientation. These GPS measurements appear to be highly com-

petitive with those from other techniques and can potentially yield frequent and

reliable centimeter-level Earth-orientation information while simultaneously allow-

ing the oversubscribed Deep Space Network (DSN) antennas to be used more for
direct project support.

!. Introduction

Knowledge of the Earth's orientation in space is criti-

cal to the operation of NASA's Deep Space Network

(DSN). Unless the orientation is closely monitored, the
variable rotation of the Earth can lend to errors in space-

craft navigation. In near-real-time, high-precision space-

craft-tracking applications, the need for up-to-date Earth-

orientation information is particularly crucial. The

Magellan mission to Venus, for example, requires that

Earth-rotation errors be kept under 30 cm; 1 by the mid-

1990s, missions are envisioned that would require contin-

T. F. Runge, "UTPM calibration accuracy for Magellan,"
3PL IOM 335.5-87.81 (internal document), Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, California, April 30, 1987.

uously available Earth-orientation knowledge accurate to
3 cm. _`

The Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) is a

network of orbiting radio transmitters designed for naviga-

tion purposes that is revolutionizing terrestrial distance de-
terminations. The completion of the full satellite network

by the early 1990s promises to extend recent improvements

in regional geodetic measurements with GPS to a global

scale [1, 2]. The capability of GPS to pinpoint receiver
locations at the centimeter or subcentimeter level in a ter-

2 R. Treuhaft and L. Wood, "Revisions in the differential VLBI

error budget and applications for navigation in future mis-
sions," JPL IOM 335.4-601 (internal document), Jet Propul-
sion Laboratory, Pasadena, California, December 31, 1986.
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restrialreferenceframethat ispreciselytiedto aninertial
framesuggeststhat GPSmaybeeffectivein monitoring
Earth-orientationchanges.

Earthorientationconsistsof threeparts: the angle
ofrotationof theEarthaboutits rotationaxisrelativeto
a meanrotationangle(UT1-UTC),the positionof the
currentaxisof rotationof the Earthwith respectto a
referenceaxistied to the crustandmantleof the solid
Earth(polarmotion),andtheorientationoftherotation
axisin inertialspace(precessionandnutation).Thefirst
twoof theseparameters,UT1andpolarmotion,collec-
tively knownasUTPM (Fig. 1), varyasa resultof an-
gularmomentumexchangebetweenthesolidpartsof the
Earthandits atmosphere,oceans,andfluidcore.These
Earth-orientationcomponentscanvaryrapidlyandunpre-
dictably.Nutationsandprecessionareprimarilyproducts
of Earth'sinteractionswithothercelestialbodiesandare
largelyperiodic;theywill notbedealtwithin thisarticle.

Earthorientation3is currentlybeingmonitoredbya
numberofprecisegeodetictechniques:VeryLongBaseline
Interferometry(VLBI),SatelliteLaserRanging(SLR),and
LunarLaserRanging(LLR).Thesetechniquescancur-
rentlyachievemeasurementaccuraciesof up to 2-3 cm
overtimescalesasshortasonehour[3].Theturnaround
timenecessaryto collectandprocesstheserawdatacanbe
quitelong,however.VLBI fromIRIS (InternationalRa-
dio InterferometricSurveying)providesdailyUT1-UTC
andfive-dayUTPMdata,whileSLRfromCSR (Center

for Space Research, University of Texas, Austin) provides
three-day polar-motion data. The results, however, are

not usually available until a week or more after the epoch

at which the measurements are valid. This delay is not

acceptable for many DSN navigation needs. VLBI data

obtained by JPL using the DSN antennas are known as

TEMPO (Time and Earth Motion Precision Observations)
and can be processed rapidly when necessary; demands for

radio-telescope time limit the frequency of observations to

weekly, however. Prompt reduction of data can be crit-

ical to navigation since Earth orientation is continuously

3 Earth orientation is measured in a variety of units. Polar mo-

tion is essentially an angular displacement, while rotational
variations can be expressed either as angular or temporal dis-
placements. Both can also be expressed as a distance corre-
sponding to the angular displacement measured at one Earth
radius. Thus 1 cm at the Earth's surface is equivalent to an
angular distance of approximately 0.3 marcsec or 1.6 nrad.
The time it takes for the Earth to rotate through this angle
and move a point at the equator to the east by 1 cm is ap-

proximately 0.02 msec of time. Thus 30 cm corresponds to
0.65 msec of Earth rotation or 9.6 marcsec (47 nrad) of polar
motion.

changing. Earth rotation, in particular, is highly variable,

and changes of 25 cm per day have been known to oc-

cur. Thus no system presently active is likely to meet the

long-term DSN needs of regular, high-precision, daily mon-

itoring of Earth orientation with data reduction times of
less than one day.

VLBI, SLR, and LLR are, in addition, labor inten-

sive and require significant investments in equipment and

personnel. In VLBI, large radio telescopes are required--
telescopes whose valuable observation time is in great de-

mand at sites such as the DSN. The laser techniques use

dedicated stations to obtain data but are subject to the

vagaries of local weather conditions; thus they are not a

reliable source for regular daily measurements.

If GPS technology could produce Earth-orientation

measurements of a quality comparable to that produced by

VLBI, SLR, and LLR, it would free up significant amounts

of time on the DSN and other VLBI networks currently

being used to monitor Earth orientation. It would, more-

over, allow measurements to be made more frequently than

is now practical with VLBI. In addition, the use of radio-

frequency energy would enable GPS systems to be much

less sensitive to weather than optical systems. GPS would

not replace these VLBI, SLR, and LLR techniques (due

to systematic difficulties described below); rather, GPS
systems would be employed in a synergistic combination

with these present-day techniques to enhance overall per-
formance.

Frequent high-precision Earth-orientation data is also
of value for scientific studies. Little is known about ex-

changes of angular momentum between the solid Earth and

the atmosphere, or about the excitation of polar motions,

at periods of a week or less. Continuous GPS monitoring

would help to extend our knowledge to higher frequencies,

with benefit to geophysics, meteorology, and astronomy.
Weather forecasting, in particular, may benefit from inde-

pendent estimates of daily atmospheric angular momen-

tum as provided by geodetic Earth-orientation measure-
ments.

A GPS receiver and data-processing system is sched-

uled to be in place at each of the DSN sites within a year
to enable highly accurate, near-real-time ionospheric cal-

ibration in support of deep-space missions that transmit
at a single frequency3 This system is designed to have

C. J. Vegos, "DSCC Media Calibration Subsystem (DMD),

Functional Design Review (Level D)," JPL 834-30, vol. 1
(internal document), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena,
California, May 1, 1987.



a dataturnaroundcapabilityof about12hours. These
receiversarealsoexpectedto bepartof aninternational,
globalGPStrackingnetworkfortheTOPEX/POSEIDON
mission[4]. By 1992,therefore,a GPSsystemshouldbe
in placeto supportthecontinuousmonitoringofUTPM.

Thisarticledocumentsa covarianceanalysisevalu-
atingthe potential of GPS for measuring Earth orienta-
tion. The assumed satellite constellation is that originally

proposed by the U.S. Department of Defense as the op-

erational configuration. It consists of 18 satellites with

12-hour orbits and lying in six orbit planes equidistantly
placed in longitude, three satellites per orbit plane. This
constellation enables at least five satellites to be seen and

tracked most of the time from anywhere on the Earth's

surface [5]. Although the Air Force has subsequently mod-

ified this constellation to include up to 24 satellites, these
changes should not significantly alter the conclusions of

this study. The network of ground receivers is assumed to

consist of six sites regularly spaced around the globe (three
of these coincident with the DSN sites).

These sites are assumed to be equipped with receivers

that yield two distinct observables: "carrier phase," based

on measurements of the radio frequency (RF) carrier that

is transmitted by the GPS satellites, and "pseudorange,"

based on a precise modulation of the transmitted signal.
Both observables are indicators of the distance between a

satellite and a receiver. Pseudorange consists of the light
travel time between the two points, plus any clock offsets

of the receiver and transmitter. It is often corrupted by

multipath effects and is therefore the noisier data type.

Carrier phase monitors the relative position change be-
tween the satellite and ground station. It is a cleaner data

set, but the absolute distance is made ambiguous by a con-

stant bias (equal to an integer number of wavelengths) for
each continuously measured satellite arc.

Contemporary receiver capabilities are better for car-

rier phase than for pseudorange, but the quality of pseudo-

range data is rapidly improving. The GPS receiver being

installed at the DSN sites can now achieve, under opti-

mum conditions, pseudorange noise levels as low as 5 cm

(averaged over 30 minutes), as well as carrier phase noise

levels well below 0.5 cm [6]. By about 1992, when the full
GPS constellation is active, such high-precision pseudor-

ange and carrier phase data should be routinely available

from numerous sites around the globe.

II. Covariance Analysis

This study utilized the Orbit Analysis and Simulation

Software (OASIS) program, developed at JPL for the co-

variance and simulation analysis of Earth-orbiting satel-

lites [7]. It consists of a number of independent mod-
ules: PV integrates the satellite orbits and computes the
variational partial derivatives for satellite-related param-

eters; REGRES-PMOD generates simulated observations
and their measurement partials; OAFILTER does the ac-

tual covariance analysis, i.e., using specified uncertainties

of the data and the models, the program estimates the un-
certainties in desired parameters; and UDIGEST generates

the desired output. Parameters can be either estimated

(adjusted) or "considered"; "considered" parameters are
treated as systematic error sources [8]. Adjusted param-
eters can be modeled either as constants or as stochastic
variables.

Parameters that can be adjusted include

(1) satellite epoch states, i.e., their initial positions
and velocities

(2) various satellite force-model parameters such as
solar-radiation pressure and Y-bias

(3) satellite and station clock offsets

(4) station locations

(5) wet-zenith tropospheric path delay for each sta-
tion

(6) Earth-orientation parameters

(7) gravitational harmonic coefficients and the value

of GM (the gravitational constant, G, multiplied
by the mass of the Earth, M)

(8) geocenter offset

(9) carrier phase biases

To determine Earth orientation with GPS, one needs

to know the precise position and orientation of a set of

points on the Earth's surface with respect to an inertial
reference frame as a function of time. The GPS satellites

provide an orbital reference frame that is not truly inertial

but is slowly varying with time. Uncertainties in the GPS

orbits can be reduced through estimation of parameters

(1), (2), and (7) described above. The distances between
satellites and receivers can be determined from the data

after removing the effects of parameters (3), (4), (5), and

(9). Determining the orientation of the satellite constel-
lation in inertial space may be achieved by fixing the lo-

cations of a few ground receivers. These sites are known
as fiducial sites and are tied by local ground surveys to

nearby, colocated VLBI antennas whose relative positions

in inertial space are known precisely [9]. The origin of this

VLBI frame may not be coincident with the Earth's center



ofmassasdeterminedbythesatellites;thisgeocenteroff-
set(parameter8)canalsobeestimated.Thusthesatellite
frameworkcanbeconstrainedin inertialspace,andthe
movementsofthesolidEarthwithinthat framework,such
asEarthorientation,canbeobserved.

Appropriateaprioriuncertaintiesforallestimatedpa-
rametersareneededto strengthenthesolution.Deciding
whichparametersto estimateor consider,whata priori
valuesto use,andwhichdatato includedependsonthe
physicalproblemofinterest.

Thefollowingquestionswereaddressedin thisstudy:
(a) IIowmanyGPSmeasurementsarenecessaryto

generateEarth-orientationvalueswith a preci-
sioncomparableto presenttechniques?In other
words,howlongneedtheobservationperiodsbe
in order to produceusefulEarth-orientation
data?

(b) Are both pseudorangeand carrierphasedata
typesneeded,andwhatmaximumdatanoiseis
permissibleforeachtypeto allowadequatereso-
lutionofEarth-orientationparameters?

(c) Howimportantaretheeffectsof solar-radiation
pressure,stationlocationerrors,troposphericun-
certainties,andgeocentererrorsonEarth-orien-
tationestimation?Do theseparametersneedto
be estimatedalongwith satellitestatesand
Earth-orientationparameters,orcantheybecon-
sidered?

Theparameter-estimationstrategyislistedinTable1.
Earth-orientationparametersandtheirratesofchangeare
allestimatedwithaprioriuncertaintiesatleastaslargeas
theuncertaintiesexpectedinVLBI-providedUTPMprior
to a GPSmeasurement,andat leasta factorof 10larger
thanthefinal, desireduncertainties.Satellitestatesand
solar-radiationparametersarealsoestimated,witha pri-
ori sigmascomparableto theknownuncertaintiesof the
broadcastsatelliteephemeridesandof solar-radiationef-
fects.BothDSNandnon-DSNstationlocationsareesti-
matedlwiththe threeDSNsitescomprisingthefiducial
networkconstrainedmoretightlythanthenon-DSNsites.
A priori sigmasfor the stationlocationscorrespondto
thepresent-dayuncertaintiesof theVLBI baselines.The
wet-zenithtropospheredelayisestimatedwithanapriori
sigmathatisappropriateforadryclimateif surfacemete-
orologydataareavailable,andismorethanadequatefor
wetterregionsif watervaporradiometersareused.

Thegeocenter,carrierphasebiases,andclockerrors
wereall estimatedwith large,effectivelyunconstrained

apriorivalues.Onestationclockwasfixedasareference
clock.All parameterswereestimatedasconstantsoverthe
observingperiod,exceptfor theclockerrors,whichwere
modeledaswhitenoise[10].

Theassumeddatanoiselevelsareappropriatefor a
DSNGPSreceiveroperatingeitherinapoor,noisypropa-
gationenvironment(20-cmpseudorange,1-emcarrier
phase)or inareasonablygoodenvironment(5cm,0.5cm,
respectively).Notethatthesedatanoiselevelsassumein-
dividualmeasurementsaveragedovera5-minuteinterval,
or "batch."

Detailsof the softwarecapabilitiesand modeling
strategiesfor mostparametersaredescribedin [10].Six
matrixrotations5areappliedto station-locationvectorsto
convertthemfromanEarth-fixedreferenceframe(1903.0
CIOframe)to ageocentricinertialsystem(J2000).Three
of theserotationscorrespondto UT1andthetwocompo-
nentsof polarmotion.Forthis study,Earth-orientation
ratesarealsoneeded.TheUTPMcomponentsarethus
modeledasO(t) = a + b(t - to), where O(t) is a UTPM pa-

rameter residual, a is the estimated value of the constant

component at some epoch to, and b is the estimate of the
rate component.

III. Results and Discussion

Presented below are the results of covariance analy-
ses for three distinct models summarized in Table 2. In

model A, only pseudorange is employed, and these data

have a high noise level. This model thus represents a

"worst case" scenario for determining Earth orientation.

Model B is identical to A, except that higher quality pseu-
dorange data are assumed. Model C represents a near-

optimal situation with regard to data quality: Both high-

quality pseudorange (5 cm) and carrier phase (0.5 cm) are
employed jointly. Note that this "best-case" model repre-

sents the expected quality of the data. In all of these mod-

els, station locations, wet-zenith tropospheric delays, solar

pressure, clock offsets, geocenter offset, and carrier phase

biases are assumed to be estimated along with Earth-orien-

tation parameters and satellite epoch states.

The Earth-rotation parameter, UT1-UTC, is not ex-

pected to be directly measurable by GPS. An error in the

satellite-node longitudes cannot unambiguously be sepa-

5 W. I. Bertiger, "Non-force models module," OASIS Math-

ematical Description, V. 1.0, JPL D-3139 (internal docu-
ment), Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California,
April 1986.



ratedfromuncertaintyin UT1. This is a problemcom-
monto all satellitegeodesy,includingSLR.If, however,
GPScandeterminethechangeovertimeof UT1-UTC,
thenthis changecanbecombinedwith an initial value
fromVLBI measurementsto yieldthefull UT1-UTCasa
functionof time.

Figure2illustratestheabilityofGPSto monitorthe
rateof changeof UT1-UTC,alsoknownaslength-of-day

(LOD). With eight hours of observation, none of the mod-

els has achieved the measurement precision of present-day
techniques. This present-day capability, available from

VLBI or SLR after a processing delay of a week or longer, is

indicated on Figs. 2, 4, and 5 by an arrow. With 16 hours of

observation, however, model C, with its high-quality pseu-

dorange and carrier phase data, can resolve LOD to better

than 5 cm. By 24 hours, both models B and C show error

levels comparable to or better than current uncertainties.
The best scenario, model C, predicts subcentimeter LOD

accuracy with 24 hours of GPS tracking.

This powerful ability to measure the rate of change of
UT1-UTC enables the estimation of UT1-UTC with the

help of VLBI. Because GPS and VLBI receivers are colo-

cated at DSN sites, the VLBI and GPS reference frames

should be precisely defined with respect to each other,

yielding a high-quality GPS tie to inertial space. By inte-

grating LOD over time, the total change in UT1-UTC can
be estimated and added to an initial value determined from

VLBI. If UT1-UTC can be measured accurately to 2 cm

at an initial epoch, for example, daily estimates of LOD

with GPS will add less than one centimeter per day to this
uncertainty. To remain within 30 centimeters of the true

UT1-UTC, VLBI measurements of UT1-UTC may only

be needed monthly. This is illustrated in Fig. 3. Combin-

ing and smoothing all the data from various sources will
yield better UT1 estimates, but these will only be avail-

able much later, after additional data are obtained. Thus

GPS and VLBI are complementary techniques that can be

combined synergistically to yield improved UT1 estimates.

Figure 4 illustrates the improvement with observing

time of the Y component of polar motion (PMY). The

X component (PMX) behaves in a similar manner and is

not illustrated here. By 16 hours, the "best case" sce-

nario of model C shows measurement accuracy comParable
to present techniques, while by 24 hours model B (high-

quMity pseudorange) also yields an acceptable predicted
error. The error estimates for all three models seem to

be converging at the few-centimeter level This is a lim-
itation controlled mainly by the a priori station location

uncertainties (constrained at 3-5 centimeters for each of

three components).

Figure 5 shows the estimate of the error in the rate of

change of PMY as a function of observing time; the rate

of change of PMX error exhibits similar temporal varia-
tions. The behavior illustrated here is similar to that of

the LOD component (Fig. 2). All three models show rapid

improvement with time; by 24 hours, models B and C
again achieve high-quality rate measurements. In the best

case (model C), the error is down at the few-mm/day level.

It appears that GPS determination of Earth orienta-

tion is feasible for LOD, polar motion, and polar-motion

rates. With less than 24 hours of tracking, these compo-

nents will be as well-determined as measurements by cur-

rent techniques. Recall, however, that current techniques
only provide these values many days after the measure-

ments are taken, whereas GPS is expected to deliver the
results to the DSN within 12 hours. The best estimates

come, as expected, with the smallest data noise. Com-
bining high-quality pseudorange and carrier phase data

reduces the uncertainties in Earth-orientation parameters

most rapidly, achieving present-day measurement precision

within approximately 16 hours. High-quality pseudorange

data alone (model B) is the next-best option, measuring

UTPM to an acceptable level within 24 hours.

Do Earth-orientation data continue to improve if ob-

servations are extended beyond 24 hours? And can UTPM
be estimated every day with consistently high accuracy?

To answer these questions, parameters that are not ex-

pected to change with time, such as station locations and

GPS orbit epoch states, should be modeled as constant

over the entire observing period. Earth-orientation pa-

rameters, which do change with time and for which one

hopes to observe the most rapid variations possible, need

to be periodically "reset," i.e., their uncertainties inflated

at regular intervals during the observing session while sub-

sequent data attempt to constrain their then-current val-
ues.

Figure 6 illustrates this situation. Data are taken for

48 hours, with all parameters except Earth orientation

and clock errors modeled as constant over this time pe-

riod. Just after 24 hours, the uncertainties of the Earth-
orientation parameters are reset at their a priori values

(while clock errors continue to be modeled as white noise).
Since additional data need only constrain Earth orienta-

tion, these parameters improve much more rapidly than in

the first 24 hours. For comparison, Earth-orientation pa-
rameters estimated as constant over the entire 48 hours are

also shown. This figure is produced with model B, using

high-quality pseudorange only; performance is significantly

enhanced if carrier phase data are included.



At 24hours,PMY erroris estimatedto be 3 cm.

Twelve hours after resetting (i.e., at 36 hours) the error is

already down to 6 cm (versus > 10 cm in the first 12 hours);
by 48 hours, the error is again at 3 cm. This compares with
an error of 2 cm if PMY were estimated as constant over

the full 48 hours. Although the 48-hour estimate after re-
setting is no better than the 24-hour estimate, the error

drops much more rapidly in the second 24 hours than dur-

ing the first. Thus polar-motion measurements every 12

to 16 hours may be possible with this technique, i.e., after

other parameters have been suitably constrained during
the first 24 hours.

UT1-UTC and PMY rates show even more pro-
nounced improvement. LOD at 24 hours shows an error

of about 2 cm; continuing to 48 hours brings this down
to < 0.5 cm, while resetting at 24 hours yields 3 cm at

36 hours and 1 cm at 48 hours. The polar-motion rate im-

proves from 5 cm/day at 24 hours to < 0.5 cm/day after
48 hours, and to < 1.5 cm/day if reset after 24 hours.

All these values are comparable to or better than

present-day measurement capabilities whose time resolu-

tions are 24 hours or more. Thus long arcs of GPS data

show promise for frequent high-quality Earth-orientation
measurements. Future studies will model Earth orien-

tation stochastically, treating each UTPM parameter as
a random walk whose standard deviation is allowed to

grow in a manner consistent with the empirical behavior
of UTPM.

To see whether station locations, solar-radiation pres-

sure, geocenter location, and wet-zenith troposphere delay

are all truly necessary to be adjusted along with satellite
orbits and Earth orientation, a number of covariance runs

were performed in which these parameters were consid-

ered. One of these is shown in Fig. 7. In this model, 20-cm

pseudorange and 1-cm carrier phase were assumed. Solar

pressure and geocenter position were adjusted along with
satellite epoch states and Earth orientation, while station

locations and wet-zenith troposphere delays were consid-
ered. All the Earth-orientation parameters and their rates

show a high sensitivity to the considered parameters, as the

formal error (labelled "Data") is dwarfed by the uncertain-

ties due to considered effects. The station location errors,

considered at 5 cm for each component, dominate the to-

tal error ("Total RSS sigma"), while the wet troposphere

delay, considered at ! cm, has a smaller but significant
effect.

These results suggest that, with 24 hours of data, sta-

tion locations and wet-zenith troposphere delays do need to

be adjusted in the estimation in order to generate reliable

UTPM estimates (as has, in fact, been done). Additional

consider runs (not shown) demonstrate that solar pressure

is a significant error source even at 12 hours and needs

to be adjusted, whereas the geocenter location does not

seem to have a significant effect on Earth orientation at
an uncertainty level of 10 cm. Since consider errors scale

linearly with the uncertainty in the considered parameter,
if station locations are known to better than 1 cm in each

component, their effects will not be significant at 24 hours.

Similarly, it is not necessary to adjust the wet-zenith tro-

posphere delay if it is known to better than 1 cm.

IV. Conclusions

This covariance analysis demonstrates that

(1) tIigh-quality length-of-day and polar-motion data

can be obtained with GPS in under 24 hours, with

a precision comparable to or greater than present-
day techniques.

(2) UT1 UTC may be reliably determined if periodic

reference frame ties are performed, and initial

values of UT1-UTC measured, with VLBI using
colocated receivers.

(3) The best combination of data types is high-

quality pseudorange plus carrier phase, although

high-quality pseudorange (data noise < 5 cm)
alone performs well.

(4) It is necessary at present to adjust solar-radiation

pressure and Y-bias, station locations, and wet-

zenith troposphere delay in addition to satellite

states and Earth-orientation parameters. How-

ever, if the a priori uncertainties in the station po-

sitions or troposphere can be reduced, they need

not be included in the estimation process.

In conclusion, it appears that GPS will be a useful ad-

dition to the collection of techniques currently employed to

measure Earth orientation, and it may provide a reliable,

economical method of monitoring in near-real-time high-
frequency variations in UTPM. For the DSN, GPS meth-

ods may considerably reduce the demand for antenna time

needed to measure Earth-orientation parameters while si-

multaneously enhancing the parameters' accuracy.
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Table 1. Parameter-estimation strategy (a priori sigmas)

Earth-orientation parameters

UT1-UTC rate 10 -T (,'_ l0 msec/day)

PMX, PMY 80 rtrad (,,_ 16 marcsec)

PMX, PMY rates 10 -11 tad/see (,,_ 200 marcsec/day)

Satellite parameters (18-satellite constellation)

X, Y, Z positions 10 m (each component)

X, Y, Z velocities 1 mm/sec (each component)

Solar-radiation pressure (X, Z)* 50 percent

Y-Bias* 10 -12 kin/see 2 (100 percent)

Station parameters (6 stations with global distribution)

DSN station locations* 3 cm (each component)

Non-DSN station locations* 5 cm (each component)

(both 5 cm, if considered)
10 cm

(1 cm, if considered)

Wet-zenith troposphere delay*

Other parameters

Geocenter #

Carrier phase biases
Satellite and station clocks

(modeled as white noise)

100 m (each component)

(10 cm, if considered)
lOlan

1 km (except one station)

Data noise

Pseudorange 20 cm, 5 cm (5-min batches)

Carrier phase 1 cm, 0.5 cm (5-rain batches)

* These parameters were considered in the covariance analyses dis-

cussed in the text, but are estimated in the models shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Models

Model Data

A ("worst case model")

B

C ('best case model")

20-cm pseudorange only

5-cln pseudorange only

5-cm pseudorange
0,5-cm carrier phase
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